WELCOME TO THE NATIONAL BASEBALL HALL OF FAME AND MUSEUM

Every Fan’s “Field of Dreams”

Scribes and Mikemen
Celebrate the legendary storytellers who deliver baseball into our lives, as broadcasters or writers.

Base Exhibit
Explore the Museum’s “Be A Superior Example” program through an interactive exhibit designed to promote healthy lifestyle choices.

Giamatti Research Center
Museum visitors can access a treasure-trove of information through the Giamatti Research Center. Hours by appointment for large projects. More information available at research@baseballhall.org.

Sandlot Kids’ Clubhouse
A uniquely-designed experience for young, aspiring Hall of Famers, the clubhouse features activities for children ages 4-10, including games, a selection of great kids books and film clips.

Start Your Tour on the Second Floor

Locker Room
Your favorite major league team is represented in a clubhouse setting, combining photos, video highlights and artifacts into 30 major league lockers.

Taking the Field: The 19th Century
An in-depth look at baseball’s beginnings, exploring the game’s earliest professional players and teams.

Baseball Timeline
Travel through history via Museum artifacts and documents through the second-floor timeline, which highlights the game’s heroes and changes throughout the years.

Babe Ruth: His Life and Legend
Experience the larger-than-life history of the game’s greatest drawing card: George Herman Ruth. Artifacts and stories in this exhibit take you back to a time when Ruth was the National Pastime.

Pride and Passion: The African-American Baseball Experience
This exhibit is dedicated to the Negro Leagues and pre-Negro Leagues eras, featuring artifacts from some of baseball’s greatest little-known stars.

Diamond Dreams: Women in Baseball
Learn about the important roles women have played at every level of baseball.

Viva Baseball!
Celebrate the heritage of Latin American players in the Museum’s first bilingual (Eng. & Spanish) exhibit.

Whole New Ballgame
The changes came fast and furious for the National Pastime starting in the 1970s, and this groundbreaking exhibit examines the names and numbers, as well as the cultural impact of the game’s last 50 years.

Sacred Ground
See why a trip to the ballpark is such a passionate experience for fans. Relive ballparks of yesteryear, such as Ebbets Field and the Polo Grounds through artifacts and imagery.

Hank Aaron Gallery of Records
Chasing the Dream
Explore Hank Aaron’s historic baseball career, from his minor league days to his pursuit of the all-time home run record to his vast philanthropic efforts.

One for the Books
Records hold a special place in the hearts and minds of baseball fans. One for the Books delves into stories behind these historic events and gives visitors an interactive look at the National Pastime’s most indelible moments.

Autumn Glory: A Postseason Celebration
Every October, a new chapter in baseball history is etched. View artifacts from the most recent World Series, see rings from championship teams through the years, and watch video highlights from memorable World Series moments.

After visiting the 2nd and 3rd floors, return to the 1st Floor staircase lobby to view The Art of Baseball, featuring representations of the game in fine art forms. Walk by New Inductees to see artifacts from the most recent electees.

The Hall of Fame Plaque Gallery awaits your arrival, with oak-lined walls supporting bronze plaques of the game’s greatest players, managers, umpires and executives. See plaques of the first five electees, along with inductees from the most recent classes, at the head of the gallery in the Rotunda.